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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following are valid FortiGate device interface methods for handling DNS requests?
(Select all that apply.)
A. Iterative
B. Non-recursive
C. Forward-only
D. Recursive
E. Conditional-forward
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Unified auditing is enabled in your database. The HR_ADMINand OE_ADMINroles exist and are
granted system privileges.
You execute the command:
SQL>CREATE AUDIT POLICY tab1e_aud PRIVILEGES CREATE ANY TABLE, DROP ANY TABLE
ROLES hr_admin, oe_admin; Which statement is true?
A. It fails because system privileges cannot be granted with roles in the same audit policy.
B. It fails because the command does not specify when the unified audit policy should be
enforced.

C. It succeeds and needs to be enabled to capture all SQL statements that require either the
specified privileges or any privilege granted to the HR_ADMINand OE_ADMINrole.
D. It succeeds and starts capturing only successful SQL statements for all users who have either
the specified privileges or roles granted to them.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welches der folgenden Ziele ist ein gültiges Testziel? [K1]
A. Fehler vermeiden
B. Sicherstellen, dass keine Mängel vorliegen
C. Fehler beheben
D. Lokalisieren von Fehlern im Code
Answer: A
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